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sign.Q: SocketManager.SendAll fires multiple times in producer I have the following (simplified) model. I have a producer that runs in a loop, and when the producer is running on a socket server, sends requests to the client and is receiving a response. My problem is
that I always see two socketListener.OnAccept() calls, even when the client only has one open connection to the server. I have tried to set the factory in SocketManager with an instance of the same factory that I create in every creation of a connection and with a

new instance of the factory for the socketListener, but it doesn't work. Does anyone know why I'm seeing two OnAccept() calls when a client only has one open connection to the server? (I have the same behaviour in my producer and the OnAccept() is never called
only once even if I'm running on a loop.) private readonly Socket _socket; private readonly Action _socketListener; private readonly Action _socketDestroy; public RequestProcessor(Socket socket) { _socket = socket; _socketListener = socket.Accept();

_socketListener.OnAccept += OnSocketListener; _socket.Listen(); } private void OnSocketListener(object sender, EventArgs e) { Console.WriteLine("Listening on {0}", ((Socket)s
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"Introduction to abstract algebra" I want to understand an article on dessins d'enfants, but I'm having a hard time with the mathematical background. Can someone please explain what the main mathematical concepts used (and not used) in this article? I'm

specifically interested in the following terms and definitions: Hyperelliptic, hyperelliptic, Weierstrass, Galois, Riemann, elliptic, modular, sieve, canonical, equation (I know that this is the most likely misspelling), curve, fundamental group,.. A: I am not sure that this
will be useful, but I am going to post my notes and answers. I started from the wikipedia article on hyperelliptic curves ( Definition 1: An equation 6d1f23a050
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